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Results

Research Questions:
1 ) Is cross-category structure preserved across visual & linguistic
representations?
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2 ) If so, does this influence infant learning?

R < -0.45, p < 0.05
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42 billion token web crawl corpus
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SEEDLingS Corpus, an audio & video corpus of infants in their home environment [1,
2]
• Photos of top items from home recordings were used to test infants’ word
comprehension in-lab, creating an image database of exemplars of these nouns
from children’s lives.
• Items with at least 9 image exemplars were used here (n=27).

Two vector space models:

Each item had a corresponding word, i.e. the lemma for the relevant concept, and a
set of images, i.e. examples of the perceptual input infants saw when they heard
these words.

Words (Concepts) - GloVe word embeddings [4]
• Each word converted to a 300-dimensional vector = word-vector for that item
Images (Percepts) - ImageNet V3 CNN final layer activations [5]
• Each image converted to a 1024-dimensional vector, then the most prototypical vector
chosen as the image-vector for that item
Defining a prototypical image vector
As opposed to word vectors, where every word-form is fixed and corresponds to a single
vector, there is wide variance in images of any given category.
Choose the most central among a distribution:

Example Items (Images and Words)
(prototypical image, as determined by algorithm, outlined in red)
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• overlap neighbors, image neighbors, word neighbors
• overlap ratio (overlap/total neighbors) > 0 (p<.05)

Discussion & Conclusions
1 ) Is cross-category structure preserved across visual & linguistic representations?
• Yes, pairwise distances between visual and semantic feature vectors are correlated (R = 0.30, p < 10-7):
• suggests that there is preserved structure across these two modality domains
• similarity between items in one space predicts similarity in the other. Could easily have been otherwise!

2 ) If so, does this influence infant learning?
• Yes, overlap in visual and semantic feature spaces is linked to words’ learnability (R < -0.45, p < 0.05)
• i.e. the more cluttered an item’s neighborhood, the harder that item is to learn.
•
•
•
•

Conceptual and sensory input are not independent or purely separable.
Invariance relations across representational domains might be a useful cue for categorization/generalization/segmentation.
Multi-dimensional clutter degrades learning.
Vector space methods are a promising tool to model representational structure, without relying on (fraught) human judgments.

Subject to a similarity/distance metric:
Compute similarity or “distance” between 2 images or 2 words using the same d(x, y) above.
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Operationalization
Reducing items (words & images) to a common representational format
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• Objects with greater numbers of overlapping neighbors
across both image and word space are later learned.
• This effect did not hold for # of neighbors in either space
separately

Pairwise Word Distance

Items: common nouns (object words) heard & seen by 44 6-17m.o.’s in the
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• Pairwise distances between items in word-space and image-space are correlated.
• Correlation stronger in Common Crawl

Methods
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• Human learners integrate perceptual and linguistic information during
categorization and learning [12, 13, 14]
• Similarity makes category/word learning more difficult [15, 16]
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• functional information (e.g. animacy) can shift categories [11]
• preschoolers can override perceptual overlap in natural kinds [10]
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Category judgments:
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specific categories.
It is unclear how independent and separable conceptual and sensory input are.
Previous work disagrees about how and when categories are formed vis-à-vis
conceptual and perceptual input. e.g.:
• percepts then concepts [6, 7, 8]
• distinct processes in parallel [9]
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Concepts, Percepts, and Words:
• During language learning, infants carve the world into distinct lexical entities.
• This requires integrating sensory and linguistic input into appropriate language-

word

Examining structure:
within a space
• compute the pairwise distances between all items in word- or image-space
• inter-object distances determine global structuring within the vector space
across spaces
• correlate pairwise distances between image and word space
• correlation implies conserved global structure across spaces learned by 2 unrelated
algorithms
Relating to learning in humans
• Define a neighbor in word or image space as any item whose distance z-score < -1
• Test whether images or words with more neighbors are later-learned
• Measure degree of overlap in image- and word-space neighbors (overlapping neighbors)
• Link to comprehension/production norms on WordBank [3]
• Comprehension norms: avg. percent of 8- to 18m.o. who understand each word
• Production norms: average percent of 16 to 30m.o who produce each word

Ongoing & future directions
• Train image models on decontextualized input images so that residuals from background context do not enter the learning signal.
• Explore a wider space of possible items.
• Explore whether different classes of item (e.g. animate vs inanimate) preserve their position across spaces better than others.
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